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Europeana: The Vision

‘A digital library that is a single, direct and multilingual access 
point to the European cultural heritage.’
European Parliament, 27 September 2007

‘A unique resource for Europe's distributed cultural 
heritage… ensuring a common access to Europe's libraries, 
archives and museums.’

Horst Forster, Director, Digital Content & Cognitive Systems Information Society 
Directorate, European Commission



What is Europeana

• Access point for European digitized cultural heritage

• Central repository of metadata

• Strong network of cultural heritage institutions

• Strong scientific network 
• computer science, information science, linguistics

• Rich resource for digital humanities



Some history

• Initiative by 6 European heads of government in 2006
• EDLnet/TEL (libraries) � Europeana (LAM+AV)�

• Funded by European Commission plus National Ministries of 
Culture and/or Education

• Prototype launched in 2008

• Version 1.0 operational since July 2010

• Some 30 staff, based in The Hague

• Development by core team of 4 plus other European projects 
(EuropeanaConnect, ASSETS)�

• Initial focus on portal, now more emphasis on getting into the 
user’s workflow, though APIs etc.



The Europeana network

• 180+ partners from museums, libraries, archives, audio-
visual collections, university research programmes

• Promotes technology transfer, standards and practices 
across the heritage domains and between Member States

• Technical experts lead work groups developing use cases 
and components

• Engaging 1,500+ content providers: individual 
organisations and aggregators 

• Representing all domains, all Member States and more

• Translating interface into 26 languages



Current status

• 13 Million objects

• Stable production portal

• Strong ingestion process (metadata harvesting, clean up)�

• Strong network of partners and aggregators

• All SW is Open Source, already being reused

• Move from ESE (restrictive, DC plus Europeana-specific 
fields) to EDM (inclusive, extensible, RDF-based)�

• Move to Linked open Data 









Europeana content (as of November 1st 2010) �

• Current content: >13 million items

• Images: photos, paintings, drawings, postcards, posters,
c. 7,800,000 objects

• Texts: books, newspaper articles, manuscripts, letters,        
c. 4,800,000 objects

• Videos: film, documentary, TV broadcasts, public 
information, c. 120,000 objects

• Sounds: cylinders, 78rpm discs, radio, field recordings,
c. 125,000 objects







– Scientists attempt to determine the condition of fallen Trilithon stone 57 
by X-raying them prior to lifting. The radioactive source in the barrel 
passes through the stone and any cracks are detected on photographic 
media on top of the stone, 1958 

– © English Heritage, NRM, Photographer: R.J.C. Atkinson



– Reliefwurfel ‘Vier Wissenschaftler aus vier Jahrhunderten’, Geyer, 
Gerhard (Bildhauer), Halle-Neustadt, Schule, Schulhof, 1970-1971

– Showing: Friedrich August Wolf, Victor Klemperer
– © Deutsche Fotothek, SLUB, Heinrich, Gabriele



– Die Astronomen – Friedrich Dürrenmatt, 1952

– © Centre Dürrenmatt Neuchâtel 



– Esthesiometer/Esthésiomètre

– Deisgned by Albert Michotte 1881-1965 

– Measures the distance at which a subject feels two separate pressure points when 
placed on the skin

– Collectie Michotte, K.U. Leuven



– Pflanzenphysiologische Wandtafeln von Frank und Tschirch, n.d.
– Stichting Academisch Erfgoed



– Atlas der Krankheiten der landwirtschaftlichen Kulturpflanzen Appel, O. 
(wetenschapper), Riehm, H. (wetenschapper) Dressel, August (tekenaar), Königl. 
Universitätsdruckerei H. Stürtz A.G. Würzburg (drukker), 1924

– Stichting Academisch Erfgoed



– Textseite mit Illustration, Die Arithmetik, Die Musik, Die 
Astronomie, Seite 66r 

– Aus: Thomasin von Zerklaere: Der Welsche Gast. Handschrift. 
1450/1470 





Europeana for Scientist and Scholars

• Europeana is not a scientific literature discovery service

• Other services are better suited for literature search
• TEL, ScienceDirect, Scopus, etc.

• We focus on helping the user locate digitized cultural heritage materials

• Access point for primary sources from libraries, archives, museums, AV 
repositories

• Multi-domain and multilingual
• Scientific literature itself only becomes 'cultural heritage' after sufficient 

time has past
• Niels Bohr's articles, letters and notes – yes please
• Last month's copy of Nuclear Physics B – probably not



Digital Humanities

• Access to primary sources
• Archives
• Rare book collections, pamphlets
• Photographic materials

• Multilingual / multinational 
• Comparisons
• International contacts and influences
• Multiple perspectives

• Vikings: marauding pirates and savages of great navigators and loving 
fathers?

• Great War Archives material will contain both UK and German personal 
memories



Linguistics

• Access through institutes to large corpora of text
• Metadata level language processing

• Named entity recognition
• Linking to 'web resources' (concepts) rather than rely on text 

strings
• Query disambiguation and – translation

• Audio and video indexing
• Text based vs. image based
• Later include full text indexing of textual objects as well



aside: Multilinguality in Europeana 1

• ML is as much a political condition as it is an ambition
• Interface in 26 languages (23 EC + Norwegian, Icelandic, Catalan)�

• Translations crowd-sourced through the network + staff
• Metadata available in 1 language per record

• Translate 25 x 13M records is infeasible
• Automatic translation hard because of short texts

• Results translation through integration of web-based tools



aside: Multilinguality in Europeana 2

• How to make objects findable in multiple languages?
• search chair, get Stuhl, chaise, tuoli, cadeira, ���� , stoel, ...
• Good news: 95% of searches are on person and place 

names
• bad news: spelling, transliteration, political and historical 

name changes etc.
• Semantic web based approach: named entity recognition, 

add concept to string literal, e.g., using VIAF, GeoNames
• both at ingestion time and at query time



Research/scientific information in Europeana

• Through National Libraries

• Through LIBER/Research libraries community
• EuropeanaLibraries project

• Through BHL 
• Biodiversity Heritage Library: older scientific mat erial

• Open Access humanities and social sciences material
• AOPEN, others
• Balance numbers and relevance for Europeana users

• Through commercial publishers
• Brill most likely will be first (with Primary Sourc e collections) �



Thank you

Questions?

jan.molendijk@kb.nl

www.europeana.eu


